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The UTS Masters of Data Science and 
Innovation (MDSi) is a ground-breaking 
program of study. It’s the first transdisciplinary 
data science degree offered in Australia 
where creativity and innovation are integral 
components. The MDSi equips students with 
the skills and expertise they’ll need for a next 
level career in data science and analytics.

The MDSi course has been developed to address 
a growing global talent gap for people with data 
science expertise. The dramatic growth of data 
across all sectors is generating unprecedented 
global demand for data science professionals. 
The world creates an additional 2.5 quintillion 
bytes of data each year – Data 61, 2016.

MDSi graduates will thrive in this data 
deluge, utilizing their skills to source, frame, 
analyse, visualise and communicate business 
outcomes and generate creative data driven 
solutions. What also makes the course unique 
is its human-centred perspective on big data: 
students learn to think ethically and systemically 
about the uses of data and analytics. 

Masters of Data Science and Innovation iLabs

At UTS, we care about making connections 
that count. Industry partnerships and 
engagement are a core part of the MDSi 
program, preparing students to tackle 
complex real-world challenges. 

There are two iLab projects over the two-year 
Masters program. iLab 1 and iLab 2 provide 
students with opportunities to: 

 – Design investigations utilising contemporary 
data discovery techniques and large, 
complex, multi- structure data sets. 

 – Test new data analysis approaches from 
current research literature. 

 – Propose new data studies, under the 
supervision of transdisciplinary staff. 

 – Final iLab (2) projects will either be focused 
on students’ current work environments, 
or students can negotiate an industry 
partnership in a discipline of interest.

Industry partnerships with MDSi 

“We are seeking partners who have 
open data sets, ready for some fresh 
analysis by Masters level students who 
are learning to approach, organise and 
analyse data in innovative ways.”



As an iLab partner, you need to be able to 
provide our students with a data set for their 
project. Students can sign NDA’s to ensure 
the protection of your data, don’t worry! We 
require a brief submitted on your project by 
21st June 2019, and the data set ready to go 
by the 21st July. 

Semester begins on the 22nd of July, and we 
encourage fortnightly check-ins with your 
student and for you to respond to questions 
where required. Final presentations of their 
analysis will need to have happened by 11th 
October, and these presentations can happen at 
your office, or here on campus.

Partner commitment

As this is a learning exercise for our 
students, they are required to submit three 
assessments over the period related to their 
work on your brief: 

iLab1 (1st year Masters Program)

 – Learning goals and weekly entries

 – Interim status reports

 – Project design journal

 – Client briefing and supporting 
documentation

 – Publicly presentable output  
(subject to IP arrangements of course) 

iLab2 (2nd year Masters Program)

 – Assessment workbooks with weekly entries 

 – Report presentation

 – Project synthesis and evaluation 

All assessments are subject to any Intellectual 
Property (IP) or Non Disclosure Agreement (NDA) 
you may negotiate with the student. 

Here’s a link to a case study on an iLab project 
from an MDSi student from 2018. 

uts.edu.au/about/faculty-transdisciplinary-
innovation/news/data-students-visit-un-
world-data-forum 

Student assessment requirements

Key dates

Due Date (2019) What Who

21st June Brief submitted (EOI form) Industry Partner to FTDi Industry Partnerships

24th – 30th June Student Vote on Projects Students

12th July Project Confirmation (Y/N) FTDi Industry Partnerships to Industry Partner

15th – 21st July Connect and discuss project Student to Industry Partner

21st July Data Ready to Share Industry Partner

21st July
Confidentiality and  
IP agreement shared

Industry Partner to FTDi Industry Partnerships 
(for student to sign)

22nd July iLab Project Start (subject) Student

22nd July – 10th Oct Fortnightly project meetings Student and Industry Partner

11th October Final assessment completed Student, Faculty and Industry Partner
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If you’d like to join MDSi as an iLab partner 
please visit tinyurl.com/yy53x7yx  
and fill in the form by Friday 21st of June.

The projects will be available for students to vote 
for from 24th June, and if successful (or not) we 
will confirm your involvement by the 12th July. 

Questions or more info: 

Amanda McGregor, Industry Partnerships Manager,  
Faculty of Transdisciplinary Innovation 

T:  +612 (0) 9514 4651  
E:  Amanda.mcgregor@uts.edu.au

Rhi Tuntevski, Industry Partnerships Officer,  
Faculty of Transdisciplinary Innovation 

T:  +612 (0) 9514 4695  
E:  Rhiannon.tuntevski@uts.edu.au

Katrina Moore, Industry Partnerships Officer, 
Faculty of Transdisciplinary Innovation 

T:  +612 (0) 9514 3720  
E:  Katrina.moore@uts.edu.au

Sounds great, sign me up! 

What happens next? 
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